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"This is Jake. Jake bakes cakes! What kind of cakes does Jake bake? He bakes upside down

cakes for acrobats. And pumpkin cakes for witches and their cats. He bakes banana cakes for

monkey in the tree. And fish cakes for fishes in the sea . . ." But what does Jake do when his baking

day is done? Why, he throws off his hat, puts up his feet and . . . well you'll find out at the end of this

jolly rhyming picture book.
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My children LOVE LOVE LOVE this story. My son had all the words memorized when he was three,

so he could read it to us. I also read words the opposite sometimes, which they think is hysterical.

Example: instead of him baking a cupcake for the winner of the race, I'll say he bakes a bowl cake

for the loser of the crawl. They will laugh and correct me. It's a great story with very good

illustrations.

Cute rhyming picture book for preschoolers. Jake bakes a cake that is appropriate for any type of

customer. Wonderful and clever one line rhymes will delight young listeners. For example, Jake

bakes fish cakes for fish, upside down cakes for acrobats, tin can cakes for robots, coffee cakes for

sleepyheads and iced cakes for penguins. The illustrations are colorful, humorous and

appropriate.Children will want to hear this book over and over; they will be reading it back to you in

no time.

...And Christmas cakes for Santa Claus." Just a silly, colorful children's book that my grand daughter



enjoys (which is what really counts!) Can't say I can think of many other kindle book that reminds

me of both Winnie-the-Pooh and Santa within a single breath but for "Piglet and Robin The Night

Before Christmas". Fun book!

This story is great if you have a young one. My three-year-old loves the story, it is fun, I love the

illustrations , and it is a great rhyming story. It keeps my little one very entertained. And he keeps

asking for the book by name. That's how you know it's a good story when they want to hear it over

and over.

My granddaughter and I had so much fun with this little book. We liked seeing each cute picture first

and guessing what kind of cake Jake baked before she "turned" the page and read the text. She's

eight years old so the text was reasonably easy for her to read to me. I'd recommend it for even

younger children.

Cakes and the ones who eat them. Pairing of words. Thinking and reading skills. Lots to be gained

from this book. A good follow up would be to give the student a plain cupcake, icing, decorating

items, and let them choose a subject for their cake. Let them decorate it!

This is a cute story with lots of fun rhymes, but the rhythm is off, at least some of the time! I thought

this was cute, especially the pictures with colors, depicting the cakes Jake bakes up like crullers. My

son enjoyed me reading this, too. And what's more important than THAT to do?

My kids absolutely love "If I Had A Hat" so I snagged this book up too. Although I don't think it's

quite as good it's still a wonderful children's picture book. The rhymes are cute, the writing simple

and logical and the artwork is enjoyable. My kids love it! Amazingly you can read the book over and

over and not gain an ounce of weight.
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